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Jfispecdal pedagogical value of Wordsworth* s autobiography.
^ 1 . Nature
?
as a teacher in childhood^ lays the foundations
for life and renders ran ’ s Thole outlook broader and saner.
Wordsworth gives the child -s point of view at school
and college. The present child study at higher institutions
of learning is largely due to his influence in that direction.
2. Through love of nature cores love of humanity.
nature saved wordsworth from the despair caused by
the failure of the french he volution to carry out his ideals
of liberty and peace, and substituted in place of the despair,
a love for the simple lives of the humble men about him.
Wordsworth thus learned to love humanity in its present imper-
fect state.
Through the peace and contentment thus attained
.
Wordsworth became an optimist. He learned the great lesson
of life,which is to look not for the evil but for the good in
everything and everybody.
The great pedagogic truth illustrated by Wordsworth’s
change of thought is that humanity cannot be rapidly perfected.
A gradual uplift is gratifying. If even the most humble
and simple persons can be made to strive to reach their
^
highest possible development in their small sphere of exis-
pjj tence ,*uch good is being accomplished.
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If people are good and happy, that is the essential thing.
Wordsworth realized this and decided to devote his genius
to poetry which should reveal the psychological value of
the acts and emotions of his countrymen. like 3urns he
showed that "verse may build a princely throne on humble
truth
.
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"Nature never did betray
The heart that loved her; ’tis her privilege.
Through all the years of this our life, to
lead
From joy to joy."
It is universally conceded that tine taken for the read-
ing of biographies of great and good men
,
is well spent.
Many people find such reading much core interesting and en-
joyable than the reading of the mass of fictitious matter
now spread broadcast before the public. There is value in
learning the facts in the lives of noble men and women, in
knowing how they have dealt with actual circumstances and
how they have developed strength of character and genius.
The character and deeds of these good persons often serve
as great examples to posterity.
An autobiography, though necessarily an incomplete
account, is of much greater value even than a biography,
since it reveals to the reader the true personality of the
writer in his own words. Wordsworth's autobiography,
"The Prelude; or. Growth of a Poet’s Mind", is one of the
greatest autobiographies in existence as it is written
entirely in poetry. It deals with the events in the early
part of his life.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2016
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This poetic retrospect is marvellous in its descriptive
passages, occasioned by Wordsworth* s ever-present appreciation
of natural beauty. The diction is very pure and simple,
making1 this beautiful poem very readable.
"The Prelude" is thus very valuable for its artistic
and poetic beauty as well as for the light which it throws
upon the character and personality of a great man, and upon
the development of his genius as a poet. Pedagogically,
as well as poetically, it is a work of art. Who is so
well qualified to speak of the unfolding of his own mind to
its powers and of the understanding heart, as the sincere poet
of nature?
The poem was written between 1799 and 1805, from the
poet's twenty-ninth to thirty-fifth years. He stated his
purpose in writing it in his preface to the "Excursion", first
published in 1814, as follows:
U
Several years ago, when the Author retired to his
native mountains with the hope of being enabled to construct
a literary work that night live, it was a reasonable thing
that he should take a review of his own mind, and examine
how far nature and Education had qualified him for such an
employment
.
U
As subsidiary to this preparation, he undertook to
record, in verse, the origin and progress of his own powers,
as far as he was acquainted with them.
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That work, addressed to a dear friend (Coleridge) has
long been finished. The poem is biographical, and conducts
the history of the Author’s mind to the point when he was
emboldened to hope that his faculties were sufficiently
matured for entering upon the arduous labour which he had
proposed to himself.
The introduction of ’’The Prelude” deals with Wordsworth’s
childhood and school-time. As a man, Wordsworth always
turned back in thought to the days of his childhood which were
the ”so\irce and inspiration of his most enthusiastic strains”.
Fe considered that a study of a man’s talent could best be
made by a preliminary study of the talent’s germs in the
child, who is ”the father of the man”.
The vitally important pedagogical value of the poem
lies thus in the fact that Wordsworth revealed the mainspring
of his poetic genius by acknowledging his great debt to
Fature in his childhood. He believed that ”the talk of a
little child is as full of mystery as that of a ghost”.
Consequently he held that "the natural is the proper theme
of the poet, so interpreted as to seem supernatural*. In
this he differed from Coleridge. Wordsworth’s idea of
the importance of the child was the germ, from which modern,
advanced child study has sprung. He prepared the way for
Tennyson, Browning, and the great novelists; for Dickens'
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famous child characters, and for the child in George Eliot's
"Silas Hamer*/
In his early days when Wordsworth was free to roam at
nature's bidding, before the call of the school-bell came to
him, he blithely wandered about his native village of Cockerraouth
in Cumberland. He was born in an interesting house
situated on a steep, woody bank overhanging the river Derwent,
"love of ITature was unconsciously inwoven with the growth
of his being." He was enthusiastic over out-of-door sports,
such as swimming, climbing and bird-hunting.
"The bright blue river passed
Along the margin of our terrace walk;
A tempting play-mate whom we dearly loved.
Oh, many a time have I, a five years' child.
In a small mill-race severed from his stream,
Hade one long bathing of a summer's day;
Basked in the sun, and plunged and basked
again
Alternate, all a summer's day, or scoured
The sandy fields, leaping through flowery
groves
Of yellow ragwort; or, when rock and hill.
The woods, and distant Skiddaw's lofty
height
,
!7ere bronzed with deepest radiance, stood
alone
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Beneath the eky, as if I had been born
On Indian plains, and from my mother’s
hut
Had run abroad in wantonness, to sport
A naked savage, in the thunder shower.”
This boy, ~/ho lost both parents at an early age, found
a foster mother in Hature. He received at her hands not
only lessons in beauty but even moral lessons, as the
following passage describing his hunt for birds accompanied
by other ”young savages”, will testify.
"Ere I had told
Ten birth-days, when among the mountain slopes
Frost, and the breath of frosty wind,
had snapped
The last autumnal crocus, ' twas my joy
With store of springes o'er my shoulder hung
To range the open heights where wood-cocks run
Along the smooth green turf. Through
half the night.
Scudding away from snare to snare, I plied
That anxious visitation; moon and stars
Were shining o’er my head. I was alone.
And seemed to be a trouble to the peace
That dwelt among them. Sometimes it
befell
.,
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oIn these night wanderings, that a strong desire
O'erpowerecl my better reason, and the bird
Which was the captive of another’s toil
Became my prey; and when the deed was done
I heard among the solitary hills
Low breathings coming after me, and
sounds
Of ^indistinguishable motion, steps
Almost as silent as the turf they trod.
ITor less, when spring had warmed
the cultured Yale,
Moved we as plunderers where the mother-
bird
Had in high places built her lodge;
though mean
Our object and inglorious, yet tlie end
Was not ignoble. Oh I when 1 have hung
Above the raven's nest, by knots of grass
And half-inch fissures in the slippery
rock
But ill sustained, and almost (so it seemed)
Suspended by the blast that blew amain,
Shouldering the naked crag, oh, at that time
while on the perilous ridge 1 hung alone,
With what strange utterance did the loud
dry wind
' '
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Blow through my ear! the sky seemed not a Sky
Of earth—and with what motion moved the
clouds!"
Wordsworth at that time enjoyed nothing so much as
feats involving danger. Because of this fearless element
in him^he became defiant toward his mother's relatives and
was considered by them to be "a stubborn, wayward and intractable
child". Yet even as a child Wordsworth often experienced
the fear of the mysterious and invisible.
Another instance of the moral teaching derived from
llature is clearly shown
:
"One summer evening I found
A little boat tied to a willow tree
Within a rocky cove, its usual home.
Straight I unloosed her chain, and stepping in
Pushed from the shore. It wa s an act
of stealth
And troubled pleasure, nor without the voice
Of mountain-echoes did my boat move on;
Leaving behind her still, on either side,
Small circles glittering idly in the moon,
Until they melted all into one track
Of sparkling light. But now, like one
\ /
who rows.
Proud of his skill, to reach a chosen point
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Tithyinsvcrving 1'jre, I fixed 1.7 vie"/
Upon the summit of a craggy ridge
,
The horizon’s utmost boundary: far above
Was nothing but the stars and the grey sky-
She vas an elfin pinnace; lustily
T dipped ny oars into the silent laic
.
And, as T rose upon the stroke, ny boat
Tent heaving through the voter lil'o : svan;
Then, fron behind that craggy steep, till then
The horizon’s hound, a huge peak, black and
huge
,
As if vith voluntary cover instinct,
TJore are d its head. T struck and struck
again
,
’nd proving still in stature the grin shape
^overed up betveen re and the stars, and still.
For so it scored, vith purpose of its ovn
And measured motion like a living thing.
Strode after re. With trembling oars I
turned
,
And through the silent vater stole ry vny
hack to the covert of the villov tree;
"hern in her mooring-place I left ry bar 1 : ,
-
And through the shadovs horevard vent, in gr; ve
And serious mood: but after I had seen
"Tint spectacle, for many days, rrj brain
.'
IS
.
Worked with a dim. an undetermined sense
7
Of unknown modes of being; o’er my tiiourhts
There hunrr a darkness, call it solitude
Or blank desertion. ITo familiar shapes
Remained, no pleasant images of trees.
Of see or sky, no colours of green fields;
But huge and mighty forms, that do not live
Like living men, moved slowly through the
mind
By day, end were a trouble to my dreams.”
The effect of this black spectre coming as a reproach to
the boy for taking the boat, was so extremely vivid that it was
always retained in his memory. The conscience left to
nature's tutelage became sensitive to such impressions.
By ’’day or stsr-lightj in summer or winter, the boy
wandered about the beautiful fields and hills, usually in
solitude, but sometimes accompanied by his brothers or his
sister Dorothy. It was indeed ”a time of rapture” for him.
The stimulus of his pleasures upon his imagination is
shown by the following description of his skating:
’’All shod with steel,
7e hissed along the polished ice in games
Confederate, imitative of the chase
And woodland pleasures, -the resounding horn.
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The pack loud chiming, end the hunted here.
3o through the darkness and the cold we flew.
And not a voice was idle; with the din
Smitten, the precipices rang aloud;
The leafless trees and every icy crag
Tinkled like iron; while far distant hills
Into the tumult sent an alien sound
Of melancholy not unnoticed, while the
stars
Eastward were sparkling clear, and in
the west
The orange sky of evening died away,
Ilot seldom from the uproar I retired
Into a silent hay, or sportively
Glanced si dev/ay, leaving the tumultuous
. throng.
To cut across trie reflex of a star
That fled, and flying still before me,
.
gleamed
Upon the glassy plain; and oftentimes.
Then we had given our bodies ’ o the wind.
And all the shadowy banks on either side
Came sweeping through the darkness,
spinning still
The rapid line of motion, then at once
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Have I, reclining back upon ray heels.
Stopped short; yet still the solitary cliffs
Wheeled by rae-even as if the earth had rolled
V/ith visible wot ion her diurnal round!
Behind rae did they stretch in solemn train.
Feebler and feebler, and I stood and watched
Till all was tranquil as a dreamless sleep.
"
nature bred in the boy unconsciously a love of
beauty.
"Yes, I remember when the changeful earth.
And twice five summers on my mind had stamped
The faces of the moving year, even then
I held unconscious intercourse with beauty
Old as creation, drinking in a pure
Organic pleasure from the silver wreaths
Of curling mist, or from the level plain
Of waters coloured by impending clouds."
r
Often arid the ordinary occurences in Hordsworth’ s life
as a school -boy at Hawkshead, he felt "gleams like the
flashing of a shield", "the earth and common face of llature"
told him "remeraberable things" and "by the impressive
discipline of fear, by pleasure and repeated happiness
these same scenes so bright, so beautiful, so majestic" be-
came to him "habitually dear".
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Wordsworth recognized the fact that Nature., during
childhood days, lays the foundations for life. As a
teacher, nature renders the whole outlook broader and saner,
resulting in a more abundant life. There is a great lesson
here for educators.- The wisest thinkers of the present
day realize that the ideal environment, especially for the
young, is among nature’s surroundings . The broad sweep,
the ever changing face of the fields and vault of the
heavens, the joyous pastimes, produced in Wordsworth an\ in-
finite fount of joy, of creative imagination, of appreciation
of the good, the beautiful, and the triie . The music of
the wren, ’’the still spirit shed from even air”, "the self-
sufficing pbwer of Solitude”, instilled within him ”a quiet
independence of the heart.”
His great appreciation of nature’s work in his behalf,
S'
opened to him the flaws in man's crude attempt to accom-
plish the same end. He had no sympathy with the new ideas
and systems of rapid reforms in education. He be-
lieved that artificial and precocious knowledge was detrimental
to the child. He had firm faith in the free and un-
conscious natural development of moral principles in the
child. since
”Our simple childhood sits upon a throne
That hath more power than all the elements.”
* .
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In proving his theory that a child’s innocent soul is and
must ever be a mystery to man, Wordsworth states that he was
"convinced at heart
How little those formalities, to which
With overweening' trust alone we give
The name of Education, have to do
With real feeling and just sense."
Hence he denied man’s right to exercise comp] ete authority over
the child in depriving him of nature’s lessons.
Wordsworth valued his happy school days at Eav/kshead
because of the time in which he was at liberty to roam about
his beloved hills. He often spent long hours by Esthwaite
lake ,where during his skating and boating excursions he iiribibed
the beauty and wonder of the spot and learned to strive in boy-
ish races with his comrades, without a feeling of rancor at
occasional defeat. This is another instance of nature's power
as a moral instructor.
As an example of the effect of nature as a spur for the im-
agination, Wordsworth told of its power over a boy friend, in
this justly famous passage:
"There was a Boy: ye knew him well, ye cliffs
And islands of ’Vinander!—Many a time
At evening, when the earliest stars began
To move along the edges of the hill,
Rising or setting, would he stand alone
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Beneath the trees or by the glimmering lake.
And there, with fingers interwoven, both hands
Pressed closely palm to palm, and to his mouth
Uplifted, he, as through an instrument.
Blew mimic hootihgs to the silent owls.
That they might answer him; and they
would shout
Across the watery vale, and shout again,
Responsive to his call, with quivering peals.
And long halloos and screams, and eciioes loud.
Redoubled and redoubled, concourse wild
Of jocund din; and, when a lengthened pause
Of silence came and baffled his best skill.
Then sometimes, in that silence while he hung
Listening, a gentle shock of mild surprise
Has carried far into his heart the voice
Of mountain torrents; or the visible scene
Would enter unawares into his mind,
With all its solemn imagery, its rocks.
Its woods, and that uncertain heaven,
received
into the bosom of the steady lake.”
Wordsworth felt that to substitute for such lessons mere
bookish knowledge, was doing a great injustice to childhood.
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and hence to humanity^ since man is directly dependent upon his own
childhood. The following description of the model child who
was the product of the prevailing system of education is perhaps
too often true of the child of to-day, or at least is the type
desired
:
"This model of a child is never known
To mix in quarrels; that were far beneath
Its dignity; with gifts he bubbles o'er
As generous as a fountain; selfishness
May not come near him, nor the little throng
Of flitting pleasures tempt him from his path;
The wandering beggars propagate his name.
Dumb creatures find him tender as a nun,
.And natural or supernatural fear,
Unless it leap upon him in a dream,
Touches him not. To enhance the wonder,
see
now a-’ch his notices, how nice his sense
Of the ridiculous; not blind is he
To the broad follies of the licensed world,
vet innocent himself withal, though shrewd,
And can read lectures upon innocence;
A miracle of scientific lore,
Ships he can guide across! the pathless sea,
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And tell you all their cunning; he can read
The inside of the earth, and spell the stars;
TIc knows the policies o: foreign lands;
Can string you names of districts, cities,
town^s.
The whole world over, tight as beads of dew
Upon a gossamer thread; he sifts, he weighs;
All things are put to question; he must live
Zno?Jing that he grows wiser every day
Or else not live at all, and seeing too
Each little drop of wisdom as it falls
Into the dimpling cistern of his heart:
For this unnatural growth the trainer
blar e
,
Pity the tree. --Poor human vanity,
C/e rt thou extinguished, little would be
left
Uhich he could truly love; but how escape?
For, ever as a thought of purer birth
Hises to lead him toward a better clime.
Some intermeddler still i s on the watch
To drive him back, and pound him, like a stray,
Uithin the pinfold of his own conceit.
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him,
TJnthonrht of: in their 'rood'' end beds the fT overs
Teep, end the ’Ivor sides are a? -1 forlorn.”
Vordsvorth did rot depreciate the red ue of -1 y chosen
boohs. Tie held that boohs of Treat imarinati ve pover here a
very rood influence. !To cherished a ' rolume of Arabian tales
’Then he "/as a boy and believed that he really derived rore
benefit from the boohs vh i ch he read by himself than from
those re mi red in the regular course of instruction. They
orere fariy tales and boohs o~r’ romance, ”Fortunatus”
,
”Jach
"’he hi ant -hiHer”
,
"Robin Hood”, the story of Sabra and Saint
G-eorre, "Oil FIas”, Fieldir.r's verbs, 3vift ' s”Gulli ver '
s
Travels” and "Tales of •** mub” . In praisinr rood boohs
vordsvorth Scl id that
is the breath of God
Great -/as 1 is ;oy on
ho1 i day t ime to find
nevl y r 0 pro c i ate d
I
they nrere second only to Feature
,
”vhich
of TT i s pure ’lord by ri racl o revealed.”
re turn i nr to his father's house in
there ” that rolden store of boohs”
Often by the side of Fervent stream
' T in the rlarinr sun he lay for hours ’’drvourinr” a booh's
tr r sure 3 .
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"A gracious spirit o'er this earth presides.
And o'er the heart of roan; invisibly
It coroes, to works of unreproved delight.
And tendency benign, directing those
Who care not, know not, think not, what they
do r
The tales that charm away the wakeful
night
Tn Araby; romances; legends penned
For solace by din light of monkish lamps;
Fictions, lor ladies of their love, devised
By youthful squires; adventures endless, spun
By the dismantled warrior in old age.
Out of the bowels oi those very schemes
In which his youth did first extravagate;
These spread like day, and something in the
shape
Of these will live till roan shall be no roorc
.
Dumb yearnings, hidden appetites, are ours.
And they roust have their food."
Although Wordsworth's mother, ,l she who was the heart
and hinge of all" his "learnings" and his "loves", died when
he was but eight years of age, he paid a beautiful tribute
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to her in which he expressed his grateful remembrance of the
freedom allowed her children to visit nature’s haunts.
"Oh! where had been the Han, the Poet where.
If in the season of ttnpcrilous choice.
In lieu of wandering, as we did, through vales
Fvich with indigenous produce, open ground
Of Fancy, happy pastures ranged at will,
We had been followed, hourly watched,
and noosed."
The power which Wordsworth possessed in his maturity to
"bend back" and describe vividly the pictures which had so
deeply impressed him in his childhood and youth, exemplifies
the success of his theory of education. The present school
curriculum turns out few poets^as it tends to reduce the minds
of all students to the same level of proficiency. Education
does not tend to foster genius. Yet according to Wordsworth
all that is needed is additional freedom and opportunity to
commune with Nature. In the old school at Hawkshead
?
the
boys were not held under the lash of competition and high
pressure. The teachers were sympathetic
;
as is proved by
Wordsworth's eulogy in after years, over the grave of one the
memory of whose kindly interest had awakened Wordsworth's faith
in his powers as a poet and whose influence remained through the
years as an inspiration to poetic endeavor.
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I turned aside
To seek the ground where, ’mid a throng of
graves
,
An honoured teacher of my youth was laid.
And on the stone were graven by his desire
lines from the churchyard elegy of Gray.
This faithful guide, speaking from his
death-bed.
Added no farewell to his parting counsel.
But said to me, "My head "/ill soon lie low;
And when I saw the turf that covered him.
After the lapse of full eight years, those
With sound of voice and countenance of the
Man
,
Game back upon me, so that some few tears
Pell from me in my own despite. But now
I thought, still traversing that widespread
plain
,
With tender pleasure of the verses graven
Upon his tombstone, whispering to myself:
He loved the Poets, and, if now alive,
Would have loved me, as one not destitute
Of promise, nor belying the kind hope
That he had formed, when I, at his command.
Began to spin, with toil, my earliest songs
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What a beautiful expression this is of Wordsworth’s
appreciation of his old master I Surely this may well
serve as a help and inspiration to conscientious teachers of all
times
.
The result of Wordsworth’s freedom after hours to row,
skate, fish, to range the fells for woodcock, to climb mountains
and crags in search of ravens’ nests, was to change his
’’unconscious receptivity” of nature "when life was sweet he
knew not why" to a "conscious intercourse with aspects sublime
and fair of the external world” . He became one of
"A race of real children; not too wise.
Too learned, or too good; but wanton fresh.
And bandied up end down by love and hate;
Hot unresentful where self-justified;
Fierce, moody, patient, venturous,
modest, shy;
Had at their sports like withered leaves in
winds
;
Though doing wrong and suffering, and full oft
Fending beneath our life’s mysterious weight
Of pain, and doubt, and fear, yet yielding not
In happiness to the happiest upon earth."
Wordsworth’s life at hawkshead shaped his future even more
than his life at Cambridge, since the light of his supremely
great poems, such as the ode, "Intimations of Immortality
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from P.ecolloctions of Uarly Childhood’", came from the memory
of his early days. It is true that a man’s life is largely
mapped out by his experiences before lie reaches his twelfth
year. In referring to this time Wordsworth wrote, ”1 saw
blessings spread around me like a sea.”
Later, when he went to Cambridge University, he carried
with him his deep, abiding love for nature . Her holy calm,
the majesty of the sky with its sun, moon, and stars, spoke to
his soul, and awoke a great reverence which never deserted him.
’’While the days flew by, and years passed on,
From llature and her overflowing soul,
I had received so much, that all
my thoughts
Were steeped in feeling.”
Tills wonderful effect remained with him while at the Uni-
versity and all through life.
”If in my youth I have been pure in heart,
If, mingling with the world, I am content
With my own modest pleasures, and have lived
With God and nature communing, removed
From little enmities and low desires--
The gift is yours;
The blessing of my life-- the gift is yours.
Ye winds, and sounding cataracts I 'tis yours.
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Ye mountains, thine, 0 Nature 1 Thou hast fed
liy lofty speculations; and in thee,
For this uneasy heart of ours, I find
A never-failing principle of joy
And purest passion. ,T
Wordsworth has told how at times he seemed to be on a
high mountain-top, floating among the clouds, This imag-
inative soaring shows the beginning of his detachment from
common things. Yet he was a healthy youth, just a usual,
impetuous boy. He could not realized what death was as
concerned him personally and this is a characteristic true of
every normal child. He felt no "soul-debasing fear" at his
first seeing a dead man for his "inner eye had seen
Such sights before, among the shining streams
Of faery land, the forest of romance."
Wordsworth’s account of his life at Hawkshead and Cambridge
is very important pedagogically as it discloses the point of
view of the boy and youth at school and college. His
recollections of Hawkshe ad were all exceedingly happy ones
in spite of the customary floggings. This was because of his
constant communion with Nature. His life at Cambridge was
far different^as there he was disillusioned in some respects.
As is true with all, his anticipation of co?lege life was far
too Utopian, resembling more a dream than a reality.
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"Having ’mid riy native hills given loose
To a sbhoolboy's vision, I had raised a pile
Upon the basis of the coming time,
% That fell in ruins round me."
When he reached Cambridge he was at first impressed by
its dignity, but soon found himself secretly longing for his
familiar mountains and lakes. The following allegorical
account shwos how dull and superficial he found the life and
academic rspiri tt
"Decency and Custom starving Truth,
And blind Authority beating with his staff
The child that might have led him:
Emptiness
Followed as of good omen, and meek Worth
Left to herself unheard of and unknown."
The quiet hours of meditation, however, brought to him
joy in his environment, for he was well aware that great poets
had once wandered over the same ground
.
"Imagination slept
And yet not utterly. I could not print
Ground where the grass had yielded to the
stepfc
Of generations of illustrious men,
ThaoTed. I could not always lightly pass
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Through the same gateways, sleep where they had
slept
,
’lake where they waked, range that enclosure oil.
That garden of great intellects, undisturbed.”
Consequently Wordsworth spent ranch of his time studying
Chaucer, Spenser and nil ton. Tie rejoiced to find his love
of nature as strong as ever within him, and was ever a student
of nature more than of books.
"To every natural form, rock, fruits, or
flower
,
Even the loose stones that cover the highway,
1 gave a moral life: I saw them feel.
Or linked them to some feeling."
Although he was thus habitually a great observer, he
cultivated also the social instinct at college.
"If a throng was near
That way I learned by nature; for ray heart
Was social, and loved idleness and joy."
Indeed he characterized the academic life of that time as too
gay end not solemn enough. ITe mourned the want of quiet
studiousness amid a primeval grove
;
as was the custom of old
'./hen venerable Doctors lived in abstemiousness,
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"Lovers of truth, by penury constrained,
Bucor, Erasmus, or nelancthon, read
Before the doors or windows of their cells
By moonshine through mere lack of taper light.”
When at the end of the college year V/ordsworth, returned
to his native hills, he climbed, a ridge and saw "the bed of
V
Windermere,
4
Like a vast river, stretching in the sun.
With exultation, at my feet I saw
Lake, islands, promontories, gleaming bays,
A universe of nature's fairest forms
Proudly revealed with ins ' an ianeous burst.
Magnificent, and beautiful, and gay."
Mis glad heart was bounding with joy at sight of the old
familiar scenes. Peace reigned everywhere. How he wel-
comed the old life again! His joy was great at sight of each
customary person and thing. He gladly wandered for many miles
through his old haunts accompanied only by his faithful dog.
During these trips up and down the country he often composed
poetry. lie found nature's face sweet even when the air was
cold and raw. His thoughts dealt much with God and immortality.
After his life at Cambridge. he found a change in the beloved
simple people of his acquaintance and in his kindly humor he
enjoyed their quaint customs. He has made his old nurse
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immortal in the hearts of all lovers of poetry by the following
ldnos
:
" Wi th new delight.
This chiefly, aid I note my grey-haired Dame;
Saw her go forth to church or other work
Of state equippe-' in monumental trim;
Short velvet cloak, (her bonnet ot the like),
A mantle such as Spanish Cavaliers
7/ore in o 1 d times. Her smooth domestic life.
Affectionate without disquietude.
Her talk, her business, pleased me; and no less
Her clear though shallow stream of piety
That ran on Sabbath days a fresher course;
7ith thoughts unfelt till now I saw her read
Her "Bible on hot Sunday afternoons.
And loved the book, when she had dropped asleep
And made of it a pillow for her head."
In this quiet and peaceful interval^ he learned the "power
of Solitude"
;
after having been parted from himself "too long
by the human world."
He thus stated his feelings when he was obliged to return
to Cambridge;
"The leaves were fading when to Esthwaite's banks
And the simplicities of cottage life
I bade farewell; and one among the youth
summoned by that season, reunite
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As scattered hires troop to the fowler f s
lure t
Went bach to Cranta's cloisters, not so
prompt
Or eager, though as gay and undepressed
In mind, as when I thence had taken flight
A few short months before. I turned my face
Without repin^ing from the coves and heights
Clothed in the sunshine of the withering fern;
Quitted, not loth, the mild magnificence
Of calmer lakes and louder stream; and you,
Frank-hearted maids of rocky Cumberland,
You and your not unwelcome days of mirth.
Relinquished, and your nights of revelry.
And in my own unlovely cell sate dorm
In lightsome mood such privilege has youth
That cannot take long leave of pleasant thoughts.”
During his next two years at Cambridge he studied but wit}, no
settled plan.
"The Poet's soul was with me at that time;
Sweet meditations, the still overflow
Of present happiness, while future years
Lacked not anticipations, tender dreams,
TTo few of which have since been realised;
And some remain, hopes for my future life.”
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It 'ms during this time also that he began to form his great
ideal of life.
’’Those '7ere the days
Which also first emboldened me to trust
With firmness, hitherto but slightly touched
I
'
By such a daring thought, thatA might leave
Some monument behind me which pure hearts
Should reverence.”
On many a clear, moonlight evening. his thoughts turned
toward poetry as he strolled ‘alone to a favorite haunt in the
College grove.
"A single tree
With sinuous trunk, boughs excuisitely wreathed
,
Grew there; an ash which 7/inter for himself
Decked out with pride, and with out-landish
grace
:
TJp from the ground, and almost to the top,
The trunk and every master branch were green
With clusterinr ivy, and the lightsome twigs
And outer spray profusely tipped with seeds
That hung in yellow tassels, while the air
Stirred them, not voiceless. Often have I
stood
Foot-bound uplooking at this lovely tree
Beneath a frosty moon. The hemisphere
Of magic fiction, verse of mine perchance
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May never tread; but soared:/ Spenser's self
Could have more tranquil visions in his
youth.
Or could more bright appearances create.
Of human forms with superhuman pov/ers,
Than T beheld, loitering on calm clear nights
Alone, beneath this fairy work of earth."
Mature had made Wordsworth a critic of thoughts, not of words.
He pondered over deep things and only occasionally found him-
self interested in the regular college studies. He liked
geometry because of its correlation with Nature. lie did not
care for the study of English history from books.
He spent his second vacation at Penrith with his sister
Dorothy and her friend, Mary Hutchinson, whom Wordsworth had
first met in the Dame's school where he learned his letters,
and who later became his wife.
During his last vacation, he went with a friend upon a
memorable walking expedition through the Alps. Coming at a
time when his life for many months had been largely spent in
study, this view of Nature's most majestic mountains seemed
like a work of magic. The lofty mountains and the surrounding
grandeur strengthened within him the sense of unity in all
things.
"The immeasurable height
Of woods decaying, never to be decayed.
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The stationary blasts of waterfalls.
And in the narrow rent at every turn
Winds thwarting winds, bewildered and forlorn,
The torrents shooting from the clear blue sky.
The rocks that muttered close upon our ears,
"Black drizzling c:'ags that spake by the way-side
As if a voice were in them, the sick sight
And giddy prospect of the raving stream,
£
The unfetterd clouds and region of the Heavens,
Tumult and peace, the darkness and the light--
Were all like workings of one mind, the features
Of the same face, blossoms upon one tree;
Characters of the great Apocalypse,
The types and symbols of Eternity,
Of first, and last,
v
and midst, .nd without end."
The wonderful scenery seemel "to equalise in God's piire
sight monarch and peasant." There were the "dumb cataracts
and streams of ice", thermo t ionless array of mighty waves",
and near at hand "small birds" which "warble from the leafy
trees", the rraper binding "the yellow sheaf", and the maiden
spreading "the haycock in the sun." Above "high in the
element" soared the eagle and all seemed the embodiment of
7
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"With such a "book
Before our eyes, we could not choose hut rend
lessons of genuine brotherhood, the plain
And universal reason of mankind.
The truths of young and old."
This glorious time spent in such a magnificent region left
lasting impressions that colored Wordsworth's later life.
\
"What e'er
I saw, or heard, or felt, was hut a stream
That flowed into a kindred stream; a gale.
Confederate with the current of the soul.
To speed my voyage; every sound or sight.
In its degree of power, administered
To grandeur or to tenderness, -to the one
Directly, hut to tender thoughts by means
less often instantaneous in effect;
Led me to these by paths that, in the main,
Were more circuitous, hut not loss sure
Duly to reach the point marked out by Heaven."
He carried away with him not only the memory of the
wonderful scenery hut also a sympathetic understanding and
appreciation of the peace and spirit of independence supreme in
Switzerland
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On his return to England he settled for a time in London
where he viewed life as if in a pageant. His imagination,
as he says, was asleep at this time, and he could not decide
upon any profession except that of a poet. His attention was
directed towrrd the procession of the multitude and their
mystery, although what interested him most were the simple,
emotion-stirring incidents in the lives of the humble, insignif-
icant ones of the earth, as for instance, the sight of one man
who left his work to hold upon his knees his poor sick child
’’for sunshine and to breathe the fresher air'*. This man took
no heed of the passerby but ’’eyed the poor babe with love
unutterable”. It was such things that stirred the heart of the
poet to its depths. He wa.s learning English history at first
hand. As he watched life in all its aspects in the vast city,
he felt that here no less than in the country there existed
a feeling of unity.
"The Spirit of nature was upon me there;
The soul of Beauty and enduring Life
Vouchsafed her inspiration, and diffused.
Through meagre lines and colours, and
the press
Of self-destroying, transitory things.
Composure, ar,d ennobling Harmony.”
nature had, in truth, taught Wordsworth to interpret life
and it was through his love of nature that his love of man arose.
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Man in Wordsworth's birthplace had simplicity, beauty, and "race
.
Amid the "moors, mountains, headlands", and "hollow vales",
covered with "snows and streams ungovernable" and swept by
"terrifying winds that howl dismally", Hordsworth felt the presence
of the shepherd presiding in his solitary domain.
"Then up the lonely brooks on rainy day
Angling I went, or trod the trackless hills
“By mists bewildered, suddenly mine eyes
Have glanced upon him distant a few steps.
In size a giant, stalking through thick fog.
His sheep like Greenland bears; or, as he
stepped
Beyond the boundary line of some hill-
shadow.
His form hath flashed upon me, glorified
By the deep radiance of the setting sun:
Or him have 1 descried in distant sky,
A solitary object and sublime.
Above all heightl. like an aerial cross
Stationed alone upon a spiry rock
Of the Chartreuse, for worship. Thus
was man
ennobled outwardly before my sight.
And thus ir.y heart was early introduced
To an unconscious love and reverence
Of human nature
;
hence the human form
To me became an index of delight.
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Of grace and honour, power and worthiness .’T
Man, however, was subordinate to nature in Wordsworth’s
thoughts until he was twenty-two years of age. As his mind
unfolded, first Imagination awoke, then Fancy, and then a sense
of Power developed, and later there grew a constantly increasing
regard for Man.
"In the midst stood Man,
Outwardly, inwardly contemplated.
As, of all visible natures, crown, though
born
Of dust, and kindred to the worm; a Being,
Both in perception and discernment, first
In every capability of rapture.
Through the divine effect of power and love;
As, more than anything we know, instinct
7ith godhead, and by reason and by will.
Acknowledging dependency sublime."
The charm of the simple country folk never forsook him.
Then he returned to them as a youth in vacation time he
thoroughly enjoyed the gam:es, sports and aances of the merry
young people. Bis affection for the country and its
inhabitants always survived even during his life in the city.
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The unity of mar was revealed by his life in London, and his
thoughts nere with humankind although nature was not forgotten.
Fe listened to the lessons of the great city. She v/as a
"grave Teacher, a stern Preceptress", second only to nature.
The breadth of vision with which he regarded life was a gift
which he owed *;o his early life among the hills and fields.
In 1791, Wordsworth exchanged his calm life of contemplation
and observation for a year in France, thus gratifying his
delight in travel. Fe had passed through France on his trip
to the Alps and now felt again its charm and cheerfulness.
Along his first impressions of Paris at this time. there
was a hint of the discontent of the people which was somewhat
discordant with his recollections of France. At first he
did not comprehend the revolutionary movement, but he soon
became a staunch patriot under the influence of the noble
Michel Beaupuy:
"By birth he ranked
With the most noble, but unto the poor
Among mankind he was in service bound.
As by some tie invisible, oaths professed
To a religious order. Man he loved
As man; ar$, to the mean and the obscure.
And all the homely in their homely works.
Transferred a courtesy which had no air
Of condescension; but did rather seem
A passion and a gallantry, like that
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Which he, a soldier, in his idler day
had paid to woman."
Beaupuy maintained his high principles to the end and died
a martyr to his convictions. His willingness to risk his
life for the cause he believed in did much to strengthen
Wordsworth’s sympathy for France. Life in France seemed to
Wordsworth a mockery of history at that time. His fcelinms
in studying history had ever beer that the best should rule.
He had been brought up to feel that talents and worth are better
than 'calth and titles. It was only a step from this thought
to that of government of equal rights. The idea of a
Republic thus grew naturally in his mind and blended well with
the sanctity of the feeling he possessed of God’s mysterious
power in "nature’s solitu.de” . The love of "mountain liberty"
which he had known in his youth was but strengthened by his
days in Switzerland, the independent little Republic of sturdy
mountain people. He sympathized deeply with the French
people in their desire for liberty and believed that their
outbreak should have come before.
Wordsworth ’ s conversations with Beaupuy had fired him with
enthusiasm. Concerning the subject of these talks,, Wordsworth
wrote
:
”We added dearest themes
Man and his noble nature, as it is
The gift -which God has placed within his
power.
**
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Els blind desires end steady faculties
Capable of clear truth, the one to break
Bondage
,
the other to build liberty
On firm foundations, making social life.
Through knowledge spreading and imper-
i shable
,
As just in regulation, and as pure
As individual in the wise and good.”
This zeal for freedom and belief in Iran's power to right wrong
and maintain justice bccare contagious and grew until Words-
worth felt an intense hatred of absolute rule and a strong
desire to eradicate poverty among the worthy people.
As a child of nature , Wordsworth interpreted man's errors
as errors ”on the bettor part and in the kinder spirit”. But
when the Frenchmen changed their war of self-defence to one of
conquest, he recognized how fruitless was his desire for man's
liberty and his soul became sick by striving for moral truth.
He felt bewildered by the question of right and wrong. Eis
allegiance to France was shaken when the Tope was allowed to
crown an Emperor again, and entirely severed when Eapoleon
endeavored to subdue the model little Republic of Switzerland
.
Eis sorrow then reached its height.
At this supreme crisis in Wordsworth's young life^ his
reason was saved by a return to his quiet way of living, among
nature's healing environment. Ee was roused from his despair
by the ministrations of the Eternal in the quiet country
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woodlands and by the sympathy of his sister Dorotl y and friend,
Samuel Tayd or Sole r 1 dye
.
There was probably no one in the world who would have been
such a suitable companion for the melancholy poet at this tire
as his beloved sister. She possessed a poetic temperament
similar to his, but with rentier and finer sensibilities,
her ideas were heen and helpful, her love of nature as rreat as
his, and her deli edit in his renius unbound i py . She roared
the woods and fields with him at all hours, and hept a journal
of their observations, a careful record of the changes brouyht
by the various seasons to the woodland, which was invaluable to
her brother.
'loleridye brourht to T7ordsworth an imari nation, a love
of the mysterious end supernatural, a brilliant conception of
philosophy, and an erdent admiration which could not help but
inspire his friend with couraye to press on to yroat heiyhts
in his chosen realm.
The sway of he as on and Melancholy was over. Wordsworth
had believed rany of the doctrines advanced by William Godwin
who held that Reason was all-powerful over human events.
This opinion was adhered to by many persons so stronaly that
it even caused insanity in some instances amony acquaintances
of Wordsworth. This fact helped to keep him on the safe
path of sanity. It was his custom to spend much time, as did
many of the foremost men in his circle of friends, in dis-
cussing philosophy and in introspection. This accounts for
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his tendency to analyze 1 is
subjective in bis thoughts, he was led out of himself by his
he
chanre of view after the culmination of the Revolution end he-
; a
came more objective in his point of view. He was made to see
that human nature cannot succeed in suc?i an undertaking an that jar
which the French Revolution stood, for. His tremendous suffer-
ing* in this vital experience made him a great poet, since it
made mankind his passion. Without it he might have been an
ordinary nature poet. With it he became a rrent poet of human-
ity with a background of Nature description appear i nr in all his
poems. Professor Shairp of St. Andrews University, who
understood Wordsworth, says :
”It is the marriage of the life that is in the soul of man,
with the life that is in the universe, ".’hi oh produces the truest
vision, and the expression of that vision in the highest poetry.”
Nature took away Wordsworth's terrible sorrow caused by
the failure of the Revolution to carry out his ideals of liberty
and peace, and substituted a. love for the simple lives of tie
humble, sincere men about him. He thus learned to love
humanity in its present imperfect state.
The return of sprinm brought to him its beauties as healing
balm.
”1 saw the Spring return, and could rejoice.
In common with the children of her love.
Piping on boughs, or sporting on fresh fields.
Or boldly seeking pleasure nearer heaven
On winys that navigate cerulean skies.
So neither were complacency, nor peace.
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Nor tender yearnings
,
wanting for ny rood
Through these distracted times; in
Nature still
Glorying, I found a counterpoise in her,
Which, *7hen the spirit of evil reached its
height
,
Maintained for me a secret happiness.”
Nature freely offered to his grr,ins her drifts of emotion
and calmness. She always appealed with most power to
Wordsworth through his eyes and ears, although she ”summons
all the senses each to counteract the other”. The bettor
part of his nature was stirred to its depths by this delight
in seeing and hearing. Nature never awoke in him unworthy
impulses and passions. He was never swayed from his true
balance by the pulsing and throbbing life of Nature as other
men have sometimes been in more tropical fcrviror.mcr ts.
The rich profusion o 4' vegetation with myriads of flowers and
q
bri^ht-hued birds of tropical forests was not the scenery whicl
-
'i
his eyes razed .u-sosu The English lakes and mountains were
spread before him in a beautiful, placid picture, and awakened
only noble thoughts, lofty feelings, and sublime emotions.
The songs of the "ng1 i sh birds and music of the wild cataracts
of the Alps spoke to him in soothing tones. In fact,
Wordsworth’s whole life was a true poem. He delighted only
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in worthy things. In his crisis, ITatu.ro ’ s son'1 life a heavenly
spirit, cal me.I hir. and exerted her tremendous poorer to teach
right reason.
Of great value pedagogi cally is the lesson taught by
7or lsv7orth’ s now hope gained through his l®ve of man and sense
of right and rrrong. T Te nou saw life in its true proportion.
"Thus moderated, thus composed, I found
Once more in 7an an object of delight.
Of pure iroamination, and of love;
And, as the horizon of my rind enlarged.
Again I tool; the intellectual eye
for ray instructor, studious more to sec
Great truths, than touch and handle little
ones
.
knowledge rans riven accordingly; my trust
became more firm in feel ings that had stood
The test of such a trial; clearer far
T.Ty sense of excellence --of right and wrong:
The promise of the present time retired
Into its true proportion; sanguine schemes.
Ambitious projects, pleased me less;
I sought
for present rood in life’s familiar face.
And built thereon my hopes of rood to
come t?
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He found "a i ore judicious knowledge of the worth and dignity
of individual man”--
’T lIo composition of tge brain, but ran
Of whom we read, the ran whom. or behold
T7 i th our own e ye s . ”
This ras the true spirit of realism.
To the in si aht of the poet it ras given to see that "ilature
breathes grandeur upon the very humblest face of human life.”
T7on! & that these mighty words could be encrusted wj th precious
jewels and suspended before the eyes of every teacher of young
human i ty. At any rate they may be engraved more permanently
than in letters of gold upon the shrine of every understanding
heart. Professor legoufS has said, in the introduction to his
study of ’T The Prelude” J
’’Those lowly ones for whom hitherto the rise man
has felt no sentiment but pity, of rhom he has never
thought without a sense of indignation at their de-
graded condition, to rhom he has never spoken but to
make them conscious by his very compassion of their
insignificance and unworthiness- -in order that such
as these may be restored to their rights, it is use-
less to await the uncertain hour of the equal division
of this world’s false moods: wealth, shallow pleasures,
adornments of the person, and intellectual gifts. T7c
must recognise here and now their full value as they
are. T7e must raise then in their own eyes and make
them conscious of their usefulness, of the beauty <un&
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even of the brightness which may crown their simple life.
Wretched and degraded as they are, they must be brought
to feel that it is wi thin their own power to shed a lustre
round them in the cottare or the hovel in which they
dwell ."
Through the peace and contentment which Wordsworth
attained, he became an optimist. lie learned the meat lesson
of life, to look not for the evil but for the mood, in everything
and everybody. The meat pedagogic truth illustrated by his
change of thought is that humanity cannot be instantly perfected.
A gradual uplift is ^ratifying, yet there is no need to despair*
If even the most humble and simple persons can be made to strive
to reach their highest possible development in their small sphere
of existence, much rood may be r ccompli shed . If they are good
and happy, that is the essential thing. Wordsworth realized
this and decided to devote his genius to poetry revealing the
psychological value of the acts and' emotions of his inconspicuous
countrymen
:
”IIy theme
No other than the very heart of man.
As found among the best of those who live--
Wot unexalted by religious faith,
Nor uninformed by books, good books,
though few--
In Nature’s presence: thence may I select
Sorrow, that is not sorrow, but delight;
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And miserable love, that is not pain
To hear of, for ^he priory that redounds
^herefrom to human kind, and what we are.
These are among the walks of homely life*
Still higher, men for contemplation framed,
Shy, and unpractised in the strife of phrase;
Lleek men, "/hose very souls perhaps would sink
"Beneath them, summoned to such intercourse:
Theirs is the language of the heavens, the
power
,
mhe thought, -the image, and the silent joy:
"lords are but under-agents in their souls:
When they are grasping with their greatest strength.
They do not breathe among them: this I
speak
In gratitude to God, Who feeds our hearts
For His own service; knoweth, loveth us,
When we are unregarded by the world. fT
Tike Burns, Wordsworth showed that
"Terse may build a princely throne
On humble truth."
He looked upon the familiar figures about him with illumined eyes
that penetrated to the heart of things and cast a roseate glow
upon the everyday life about him. Commonplace incidents became^.
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under his touch, magic mirrors displaying deep-felt, poignant
emotion. Calm exteriors ofter covered surging fires ol feel-
ing in the breast, of love, sorrow, or remorse. Perhaps
no more stirring poem exists, none more capable of touching the
heartstrings, than the pastoral poem, "Tlichael"
,
dealing with
the life of a simple shepherd and his anguish over a wayward
son. If Wordsworth is the poet only of the few, it is because
only the few really know him. He had the discerning power to
see the force of reality, to sec the poetr;, na \€ rlying .ctual
lives. Tie recognised the v&luo of the overlooked multitude
who were scorned for being ignorant and illiterate. Words-
worth saw in them the unconcealed play of emotion, of intuition,
and of passion. They were not restrained by convention and
worldly customs from flowing "hat t" ey felt. Wordsworth
four d he~e a field for deep study and sympathy. The common
people, he felt, could teach much, including even such persons
as beggars, t 1 * Insane, ~nd the idiotic. little children
were the source of much of his wonder, and their innocent and
£
foul -revealing prattle charmed him. Here he found instinct
and the true principle of life. Through these voices nature
revealed whatever it was permitted to know of the great
mysticism. Wordsworth had the power of shedding r. n ight
upon the emotions of the common people which, as has been fell
said, transformed, them "without distorting" them.
Calm and holy thoughts, of spiritual love, "human Being,
Eternity and Cod" occupied the mature Wordsworth’s thoughts in
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the pleasant me i tat ions demanded by nature, far different
from the cheerful
,
thoughtless enjoyment of her joys in his
childhood days. The deep-rooted love for her lavish rifts
is apparent in all his works. wEis thoughts core from hir own
meditative observation- They arc fresh and have the dev upon
them.’’ He thus stated the mission of his poems,
"To console the afflicted; to add sunshine to daylight
by making the happy happier; to teach the younr and the gracious
of every arc, to see, to think, and feel and therefore to be-
come more actively and securely virtuous."
According to 7or Isworth "the poet", says Professor T eroui s
,
"wi s the 3ecr v/hose keener senses and fresher and more internal
imagination make him the supreme teacher, whose off ice it is to
render men better and happier by revealing to them their own nature
and that of tie universe in which ‘hey dwell. 7i th the stubborn
faith of the unrecognized prophet, Wordsworth, at a later time,
described the nature of that moral revolution which he did not
doubt of effecting by means of his poetry."
Wordsworth's beautiful figure of the intellect resembling the
moon is worthy to be quoted in full:
"Instantly a light upon the turf
Pell li’-e a flash, and lo'l as I looked up
"he Moon hung naked in a firmament
Of azure without cloud, and at my feet
Pested a silent sea of hoary mist.
A hundred hills their dusky backs upheave
d
All over this still ocean; and beyond.
Par, far beyond, the solid vapours stretched,
In headlands, tongues, and promontory shapes.
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Into the main Atlantic, that appeared
mo dwindle, and rive up his majesty.
Usurper! upon far as the sight could reach.
Hot so the ethereal vault; encroachment none
Was there, nor loss; only the inferior stars
Had disappeared
,
or shed a fainter lirht
In trie clear presence of the full-orbed Moon,
Who, from her sovereign elevation, gazel
Upon the billowy ocean, as it lay
All meek and silent, save that through a
rift--
Hot distant from the shore whereon we stood,
A fixed, abysmal, gloomy, breathinrr-place--
Mounted the roar of the waters, torrents, «
streams
Innumerable, roaring with one voice!
Heard over earth and sea, and, in that hour.
Tor so it seemed, felt by the starry heavens.
When into air had partially dissolved
What vision, given to spirits of the night
And three chance human wanderers, in calm
thought
Reflected, it appeared to me the type
01 a majestic intellect, its acts
And its possessions, what it has and craves,
What in itself it is, and would become.
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There I beheld the emblem of a mind
That feeds upon infinity, that broods
Over the dark abyss, intent to hear
Its voices issuin'” forth to silent M^-t
Tn one continuous stream; a rind sustained
By recognitions of transcendent power,
Tn sense conducting to ideal form,
Tn soul of more than mortal privilege.
One function, above all, of such a mind
Had nature shadowed there, by putting forth,
’Hid circumstances earful and sublime,
"Hiat mutual domination which she loves
To exert upon the face of outward things.
So moulded, joined, abstracted, so endowed
Tith interchangeable supremacy,
That men, least sensitive, see, hear, perceive.
And cannot choose but feel. The power,
which all
Acknowledge when thus moved, which Hature thus
To bodily sense exhibits, is the express
Resemblance of that glorious faculty
That higher minds bear with them as their own.
This is the very spirit in which they deal
Tith the whole compass of the universe:
They from their native selves can send abroad
kindred mutations; for themselves create
A like existence; and, whene’er it dawns
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' treated for them, catch it, or arc caught
By its inevitable mastery,
"ike angels stopped upon the wing by sound
If harmony from TTeavcn's rrr otest spheres.
Them +he enduring and the transient both
Serve to exalt ; they build up greatest thin-
s
From least suggestions; ever on the match.
Tilling to work and to be wrought upon,
They need not extraordinary calls
To rouse them; in a world of life they live.
By sensible impressions not enthralled
,
But by their quickening impulse made more
prompt
To hold fit converse with the spiritual world.
And with the generations of mankind
Spread over time, past, present, and to come.
Age after age, till Time shall be no more.
Such minds are truly from the Deity,
For they are powers; and hence the hi T est bliss
That flesh can know is theirs--the consciousness
Of Whom they arc, habitually infused
Tirourh every image and through every thought.
And all affections by communion raised
From eahth to heaven, from human to divine;
Bence endless occupation for the soul,
Whether discursive or intuitive;
Bence cheerfulness for acts of daily life,
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Ei ot ions which best foresight need not fear,
host worthy then of trust when r.ost intense,
hence
,
amid ills that vex and wronvs tha J crush
Our hearts--if here tie words of TIoly 'Jr
i
Hay v/ith fit reverence be applied--that peace
T7hich passeth understanding, that repose
In moral judgments w} ich from this pure source
I,list come, or rill by man be sought in vain. ,T
This seems a ’.venderfully appropriate likeness of Wordsworth*
s
own mind and power in the world . his optimism was shed about
him for fifty years in effulgent rays, during an era -/hen the
dark shadows of pessimism were spread broadcast about him.
He gave the message of good cheer and faith in fellowman which
has journeyed down the years, doing rood. He persisted in
feeding the flame of thankfulness for the present and of hope
for the future.
This strikes the key-note of what should be the basal
principle of modern educators. To work with whatever human
material is at hand, improving the outlook upon life, broadening
trie horizon, and inspiring the search for all great truths, and
ever maintaining a great sympathy, a quick comprehension of the
points of view of other persons , --this is a worthy work, especial-
ly if it be lightened by the wish to create joy in usefulness,
without which is no artistry possible.
Professor legouis has written that he who would be the
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benefactor of hie race, must be prepared both to point out
those elements of the beautiful in man which are at oner most
essential and least understood, and to indicate those character-
istics of the beautiful in nature, which are not only the most
liable to be overlooked, but, at the same time, the most uni-
versal. This is what Tbrdsworth did. TTe saw the beautiful
in nature and in man. The hearts of both spoke to his. To
him nature was a living and divine thing- and he made it live for
his listeners in all the beauty which he himself perceived.
_
os
-his was a noble work, but decides this he set before all, so
clearly rnd unmistakably, his faith in humanity, weak and frail
as it too often is, his sublime conviction in the infinite good-
ness of the divine plan of life, --that his work remains a
monument and tower of strength forever, a permanent source of op-
timism. ’’The Prelude’’ renews faith in human nature. It is
wholesome, sane, and sincere.
kordsworth succeeded in being what he desired to be, a bene-
factor of mankind. ,fHe has left poetry the richer for his
poems, and ITature more fair by his discovery of her charms.
'
T
Tie has also left a great moral example to all, in his constant
resistence to despondency, as well as a message of If sting cheer
to instructors of the young. The close of his beautiful poem
is addressed to Coleridge, hie dear friend and companion, but
it is equally applicable to cvrn the humblest teachers of the
truth through all the ages to come, an ideal inspiration to
optimistic effort:
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nOhl yet a few short years of useful life,
Anri all wi 1 1 be coir ole te
,
thy race be ruij,
71; y monument of glory will be raised;
Then, though ftoo weak to tread the ways of
truth
)
This age fall back to old idolatry.
Though men return to servitude as fast
As the tide ebbs, to ignominy and shame,
"By nations, sink together, we shall still
Find solace-knowing "/hat we have learnt to
know,
Bich in true happiness if allowed to be
Faithful alike in forwarding a day
0*’ firmer trust, joint labourers in the work
(Should Providence such grace to us vouchsafe)
Of their deliverance, surely yet to come,
Prophets of nature, we to them wild speak
A lasting inspiration, sanctified
By reason, blest by faith: what we have loved.
Others will love, and v/e will teach them how;
Instruct them how the mind of man becomes
A thousand times more beautiful than the earth
On which he dwells, above this frame of things
(IThich.'mid all revolution in hopes
And fears of men, doth still remain unchanged)
In beauty exalted, as it is itself
Of quality and fabric more divine •"
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Or. the recall ion ir. ^rasirere Church, erected by Wordsworth '
s
friends and neighbors, is perhaps the best summary of h 1 3
worth as ran and poet. It is in part:
’* To the re a or:/ of hill i ar Wordsworth, a true pliilosopher
an i poet, who by the special pi ft and 0 a ’1 1 i np 0 f Ai r irht;; Cod,
whethen he 3 i soonrsed on ran or Nature
,
failed not to lift up
the heart to holy thi nrrs, tir*ed not of r e i ntain ing the cruise of
the poor and sir ole
:
and so ir perilous t ires was rai sed up
to be a chief rir istcr not oril --1
-j
0^ r.obl e st poes7 , but of hiph
and sacred truth
.
??
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